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ABSTRACT

The use of a small ferrite antenna arr-ay is shown theoretically to be
superior in performance to the whip antenna supplied with a PSN-h Loran-C
receiver manpack set. While the paper is basically theoretical in nature,
the theoretical results and conclusions have been verified in subsequent
limited experimentation.

Initial test with a compact ferrite rod antenna array in place of a
whip showed that the time for acquisition of loran-C time coordinates with
the PSN-h set is reduced to about one third the time it takes with a 15 foot
long whip.
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Introduction

Loran-C Long Range Navigation Systems employ a 100 kHz radio carrier
frequency; by comparison with standard Loran which operates on a carrier
frequency of 1850 kHz, 1900 kHz,or 1950 kHz, Loran-C provides a longer
ground wave range. All ground wave radio navigation systems are sensitive
to ground and terrain induced propagation effects, including seasonal varia-
tions of ground conductivities due to vegetation, rain, snow and frost;
propagation - ground effects cause inaccuracies in the determination of a
receiver's actual geographic position from the time difference of pulse
signals which he receives from distant Loran master and slave transmitters.
Locally, ground effects manifest themselves in the electrical fields'
polarization which ranges from almost vertical over seawater to forward
in the direction cf prcpagation tilted, linear and elliptical polarization
over land; in the latter case, the electrical field strength becomes also a
minimum at fractions of a wavelength high above ground. In particular,
mountains and boundaries between different earth and water media and
corresponding discontinuities of electrical surface impedances affect
directly the polarization and phase of the electrical field relative to the
horizontally polarized magnetic field. The lower sensitivity to ground effects
of the long wave Loran-C System relative to the medium wave standard Loran
System is offset to some extent by the need of physically larger antennas
and by the higher noise levels in the lower part of the radio spectrum; in
particular, by quasi-static type tribo electric and atmospheric noise and
by man-made radio frequency interference (RFI).

OrLe May call this local noise time-like in contrast to the parametric
type perturbation of the signal amplitude and phase by ground effects which
constitutes space-like noise. Since short whip antennas, i.e., quasi-static
electrical antennas, as they are used with Loran-C receiver manpack sets
(PSN-h) are highly susceptible to both space-like noise (ground effects)
and time-like noise (spherics and RFI), whip antennas are a severe handicap
for the operation of Loran-C manpack receivers under field conditions. UMer
these conditions,it becomes more advantageous to use magnetic antennas in
the form of ferrite rod arrays which are described in the subsequent
discussion.

Discussion

1. Effective Height, Magnetization,and Relative Effective Magnetic
Permeability of Ferrite Rod Antennas

The effective height hw of a short whip antenna with a height
H of 2 to 6 meters at long and medium wave radio frequencies is given
approximately by 2, I7rI



In practice,this effective height is numerically about 100 to 1000 timer
larger than the effective height of a typical 10 to 20 cm long ferrite
antenna rod; the effective height hf of a ferrite antenna is given by

? 7 W2, .,.

(2)

where w is the number of turns of the wire windings, q the crossection area
of the rod, 4t,. its effective relative permeability and X the wave-

However, aperiodic whip antennas lack the high Q and the directivity

which enable small compact ferrite rod antennas to compete successfully
with the larger whips in the medium and the long wave frequency range.1
The Q corrected effective height h' of a ferrite rod antenna which forms
the inductance part of a parallel tuned resonant circuit is given by

(3)

The effective permeability is defined theoretically by

WL)

H(P) is here the pr"iary homogeneous magnetic excitation fiei in
Amp-meter-1 and B i, the flux density in Volts-seconds-meter " (i.e.,teslas)
inside an ellipsoid shaped body of magnetic material, such that the majo
axis of the ellipsoid is aligned with the direction of primar- field H P).
This elliptic geometry produces also a homogeneous type magnetic polariza-
tion PinC i.e.,a magnetization which is a function of the internal magnetic
field H t e* The magnetization is given numerically as the flux density
which is contributed by the magnetic properties of the material and expressed
by Pm in the following equation:

2



where ,-4- 4. /0 in Volt seconds over ampere x meter is the
permeability of free space in the rationalized MKS system. The magnetic
susceptibility X of the material relates the magnetization Pm and the
internal field in the form of a linear relation.

/= (6)

The intrinsic magnetic permeability of the material can then be expressed
as

This is the permeability wIiqh one mlsures with toroidal core-shaped,
magnetic solenoids where Vrp' and H' /are identical. In the ellipsoid
case, the intgr1al field Hi) is derived as function of the primary excita-
tion field H(P) from the dimensions and the magnetic susceptibility
of the material with

HZ? (8)

Here are 2a and 2b, the major and minor axes of an ellipsoid, and
2c -2 --- ',the distance between the focal points. The formula in

Equation (8) is given in the literature; 2 ' 3 however, for completeness of the
subsequently discussed interaction between ferrite rods in array configura-
tions, this formula is derived in Appendix A.

Using Equations(I)to (6),in conjunction with Equation ()-,nonwa baitethe
-ffective relative permeability in the familiar form

~3



The factor efin the denominator is given by

'ijC V (10)

and is called the form factor or demagnetization factor.

In practice where cylindrical rods of length 1 and diameter d are
used, the magnetization is not homogeneous and the corresponding effective
relative permeability cannot be derived theoretically. In this case, the
following empirically determined form factor is used.4

The g.ph in Fig. 1 shows that the theoretical and the empirical values

of for the ellipsoid and the cylinder tend to conform for length

to diameter ratios which exceed five to one.

For the design of ferrite rod antenna arraysone needs the magnetiza-
tion and the associated secondary type external field rather than the
effective permeabilities; considering two types of array configurations,
longitudinal and transverse arrays, one must know the external secondary
field at the locations which are denoted in Figure 2 by Roman one and
two; the values of the secondary fields, H, and HII at these locations, at
distances z and Yfespectively,from the center of the magnetic ellipsoid,

are derived in Appendix A.

These fields may be expressed av secondary dipole fields:

-27r,, °  (2
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where M,, the secondary magnetic dipole-moment, is given by the volume
integral over the magnetization. In our case, the integral reduces to the
product of volume and magnetization by the primary field:

Magnetization, corresponding dipole moments and associatedI secondary
type et.ernal fields are explored further in the following section which
is entitled, Longitudinal "Type Ferrite Rod Antenna Arrays. '

2. Longitudinal Type Ferrite Rod Antenna Arrays

The principles that goverrn the mutual magnetic coupling and the relevant
mathematics are introduced, by considering the insertion of a second
identical magnetic ellipsoid into the field that results fr.m the super-
position of the original primary field and of the secondary field of the
first ellipsoid.

Referring to the sketch in Figure 3, one recognizes that first, the
second ellipsoid will be magneized by this field, which we denote as the
first resultant field. The magnetization of the second ellipsoid by the
first resultant field produces again a secondary field that creates an
additional magnetization in the first ellipsoid; this additional magnetiza-
tion of the first ellipsoid, produces an additional secondary fieldwhich *hen
superimposed over the first resultant field forms the second resultant field.
This field produces an additional magnetization in the second ellipsoid and
a corresponding additional secondary field which whparimpap powe1 6bbr the
second resultant field forms the third resultant field. The, third r~wultant
field produces an additional magnetization in the first ellipsoid and so on.
Evidently, the mutual coupling leads to the generation of a contergent series
of magnetization terms, the sum of which yields the final actual magnetization
of each ellipsoid.

It is evident, from the dipole character of the secondary fields,
that the magnetization associated with the mutual ccnpling between the
ellipsoids will be inhomogeneous. However, when the distance h between
the center of the first and of the second ellipsoid satisfies the inequality

(1)

the homogeneous magnetization approach is valid. This approach which is
described in detail in Appendix B, yields a geometric progression for the
final magnetization of each ellipsoid and a resultant effective relative
permeability:

5
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A '24

(+IsVVI/ - (16)

Here =/Z_, /the intrinsic magnetic susceptibility of the

material and the form factor of the identical ellipsoids.

In accordance with the previously discussed approximatiun of cylindrical
rods by long ellipsoids, the result is also applicable to cylindrical rods.

Using the same mathematical procedure, the magnetization of each
ellipsoid, or similar rod element in a three element longitudinal array, is
derived in Appendix C. The resultant effective relative permeabilities are
given as follows:

For the end elements:

ek'OJ2d1 17K / _ _ (17)

For the center element:

# -2z§ (l+X)I (18)

The higher degree of magnetization of the center element due to the
secondary fields from both the left hand and the right hand end element
(Fig. 4) is reflected by the factor 2 in the numerator term in SFiuation C8)
In general, mutual coupling between longitudinal aligned elements in a
ferrite rod antenna array increases the relative effective permeability
relative to that of a single rod; the subsequent numerical examples provide
a quantitative insight into nutual coupling effects.

3. Numerical Examples

The orders of magnitude of the increases in the effective relative
permeability, due to mutual couplirng between ferrite rod antenna elements

6



in longitudinal arrays, are given in detail in Appendix D. For the purpose

of the following discussion, assume an intrinsic permeability value

(19)

and apply the theoretical ellipsoid approach to a cylindrical rod with a
length 2a - 16 cm and a diameter 2b = 2 cm, i.e., 8.

The form factor is in this case 0.0275.

Equation (9)for the single rod (ellipsoid) becomes then

200 - jo
/.1 . ______ -(20)

Using this value in Equations (L6), CL7), and (1) for the two and three element
array, it becomes convenient for the further numerical calculations to
introduce the separation h between elements normalized with respect to rod

length in the following form:

X2s (21)

where k will be referred to as separation parameter. As a consequence of
the introduction of the separation parameter k into the equations for the
effective relative permeabilities of array elements, one needs the expression:

2 iz =/ -M
1A 1 (22)

Introducing the chosen numerical values (a/b - 8, . - 30)

and the corresponding values of Equation(2 (0.0013/k3 ) into Equation a6j,
one gets the effective relative permeability of each element in the two
element array:

700 (23)

7



Values for different k and corresponding separation

between the adjacent ends of the elements in the two element array are
tabulated below:

k A/cm /4?/eff rel.

1.13 2.08 30 (1 + 0.03)

1.48 7.8 30 ( 1 + 0.015)

1.93 14.9 30 (1 + 0.006)

Similarly, for the three element array, follow from Equations (17) and (18),
the effective relative permeabilities for the end elements with

/ I ) 0 Ii

3__ (25)

and for the center element with

e. . (26)1-2 OOl/t) 2.

Typical numerical values of these effective relative permeabilities are

tabulated below.

k /cm (A eff rel) end (oo(eff rel.) center

1.13 2.08 30 (1 + 0.03180) 30 (1 + 0.0618)

1.48 7.8 30 (1 + 0.01545) 30 (1 + 0.0345)

1.93 14.9 30 (1 + 0.006) 30 (1 + 0.012

8



These numerical results indicate that in practice the mutual magnetic
coupling between ferrite rod antenna elements in a longitudinal array
increases the effective permeabilities of each element by a few percent.
Consequently, when one extends the calculations to longitudinal arrays with
more then three ferrite rod elements, a sufficient degree of accuracy is

obtained from the initial terms in the series expansions for the magnetiza-
tions. For example, the effective relative permeabilities of the end 1 , in-
termediate 2 ,and center 3 elements in a 6 element longitudinal ferrite

rod antenna array, are approximated in this case by:

___ /. 7 ,

P"rW e2~ 3 ~ (27%,

.1'. (br ~ 2 / ~3 '. ~ (28)

X~ 12

Similarly, as in longitudinal arrays, mutual coupling between ferrite rod
antenna elements in transverse arrays contributes to the effective permeability
of each element. However, as seen in the following section, mutual coupling
between elements in transverse arrays is in effect a mutual shielding that
lowers the effective permeability of each element.

4. Transverse Type Ferrite Rod Antenna Arrays

In the transverse array case, the secondary fields involve instead of HI
of Equation OL2) the opposite HII of Equation (13). As a consequence of the
iterative superposition of primary and secondary fields, the resultant
magnetizations are,in this casedecreased. The corresponding lowered
effective relative permeabilities for each ferrite rod antenna element in
two and three element transverse arrays are derived in Appendices 3 to G.

9



For a two element array, such as sketched in Fig. 5, one arrives at
different approximations for the effective relative permeabilities dependent
on the range of separation h' between the array elements. Introducing for

this purpose the separation parameter k' defined in terms of the diameter
2b of the equivalent ellipsoid, one obtains the following approximations:

I o .4 ' _-_

' 2 ,.D'  2+ 21,,./eb K]

ix~f~o{./ " - -I,

Similarly, for three element transverse arrays, the effective relative

permeabilities for the center element are given by

1-2 '" / I V 1i2

72

t( '"l / z / ''j~ ' o . q

1V 2 2

10



and for the end elements by

)2 Y

Introducing into these formulas the previously used numerical values

X'/ -? andfPOO27f , one obtains the subsequently tabulated
/,

numerical values for the effective relative permeabilities as functions of
separations in two and three element transverse arrays.

For the Two Element Transverse Array

k' h' rel. eff

1 30 (1 - o. 142)
1.5 30 (1 - 0.13)

2.0 30 (1 - 0.112)
3.0 30 (1-0.080)

4.0 30 (1 - 0.056)
6.0 30 (1 - 0.026)

8.0 30 (1 - o.oi)
10.0 30 (1 - 0.008)

20.0 30 (1 - 0.00125)
-30, 11



For the Three Element Transverse Array

k h End Rod Center Rod
2b ,X- rel eff r rel eff

1 30 (1 - o.l) 30 ( - 0.28)
1.5 30 (1 - 0.13) 30 (1 - 0. 26)

2.0 30 (1 - 0.11) 30 (1 - 0.22)
2.5 30 (1 - 0.096) 30 (1 - 3.132.

3.0 30 (1 - 0.08) 30 (0. - 0.16)
L.0 30 (i - o.o56) 30 (1 -o01)

6.0 30 (1 - 0.0266) 30 (1 - 0.352)
8.0 30 (1 - 0.0T) 30 (1 - 0.028)

10.0 30 (1 - 0.008) 30 (1 - 0.016)
20.0 30 (, 0.00125) 30 (1 0.0025)

30 30

5. Experimental Implementations

Commercially available rods of type H Ferramic material were used
for the construction of various ferrite rod antenna arrays. A tyic!
ferrite rod antenna element from which these arrays were constructed is
shown in Fig. 6. The electrical winding on this rod has 380 turns which
are divided equally into left. and right handed wound sections to reduce the
capacitive effects. The windings are insulated from the ferrite rod surface
by a thin layer of mylar insulation. Six of these rod elements are used
in the transverse ferrite rod antenna array shown in Fig. 7 connected to
the PSN-4 Loran-C receiver set at a location near a building in the Evans,
N.J. area. Figure 8 shows a close-up view of the PSN-h digital output device
which displays the Loran-C time coordinates of this receiver location.

Loran-C signal receptions are improved further with the twin array
seen in Figure 9 mounted on a weapons carrier.

This twin array consists of a pair of 7 element transverse array
packages which can be rotated relative to each other for optimumn simultaneous
reception of Loran-C mister and slave station signals which arrive from
different directions at the receiver locations.

*Trade Name for ferrite material manufactured by Indiana General Co.

12



Conclusions

Initial Loran-C signal reception testsusing the comnact ferrite rod
antenna arrays instead of the standard whip antenna, showed that the time
for acquisition of Loran-C time coordinates with the PSN-h set is reduced
to about one third the time it takes with the 15 foot long whip mounted on
the roof of Building T-113 in the Evans area. The reductions of the
coordinate acquisition times were measured early in the morning when atmos-
pheric and man-made noise interference levels are relatively low. During
the day and towards evenings, the noise levels increase and propagation
conditions change; therefore, the whip antenna was then unable to deliver

the pulse signals from the most distant Sl.ave B station located at Dana,

Indiana* to the PSN-4 set, whereas, using the ferrite arrays the PSN-4 set
locked to the B slave and the corresponding coordinates were displayed within
two to three minutes after turning the set on.
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APPENDIX A - MAGTETIZATION OF A FERRITE -LLIPSOID BY A HOMOGENEOUS
PRIhIARY MAGNETIC FIELD J(P) ALONG THE Z-DIRECTION

The following relations are applicable:

H = grad Y-, where /' the magnetic potential must satisfy the (A)

Laplace Differential equation

inside ,-' and (A.3)

outside . - /' (A-. )

such that on the boundary surface

/,, _ /7' / ) and (A.L,)

(A-4)

(i.e., surface divergence B=O)

(n nonral to boundary surfaoe)

The boundary surface between air and ferrite is defined by Fig. A.1
and the corresponding analytical expressions,

i- i

__,_- 2x I

Fig. A.1 = Boundary Surface. Between Air and Ferrite

Z + ,+,M

p2
21



A-2

In terms of elliptical coordinates u. v,

(A.6)

the boundary surface is determined by A4

Alt -! -wv4, 0 '(A.?

(u const. represent confocal ellipsoids, v const. represent confocal
hyperboloids)

The Laplace operator in generalized coordinates is:

where the . are contained in the square of a path element in

coordinav

corresponding to the dyadic relationship

22



Introduction of Equation (A.9) into (A.6) yields: A-3

(A.10)

./~22 ' ' ,<JxV dA .I

hc: * -I -- -22

22 /3

., , :n < (A, ,)

(A.3")

23



A-4

I71-

- w(A.12)

(A 12,

from .qattoa(A.11) to (A.12')

A particular solution of ao~t. is.- *'tt"34 -5tth a-luaf O
fifl ~' z _ e,0cti.tgno na l to z:

which is proven by substitution of 34at (A.)14) into (A.13)

Another particular solution is obtained by variation of the constant A in
form of a function of f (u) which for uo (i.e.,on the surface of the
ellipsoid) is a constant.

/- (A .15)

24
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A-5

(A. 16)

from Equatloisi(A.16 ) and (A.16')

Y2 j/ "

j ,I je . J '¢.
6e - "u i.4 - ,t J,4 E,.

y-/ 2

21
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A-6

/ °where: e '= integration constant

+,4

~(~A((A. 19)~
____- _,+ : Z-

A § d iW (A.1 )

from -Equations (A.19), (A.16'), and (A.15)

/3) r ,-,
4(A.20)

already used particular solution Equation (A.14) so that orn2y the second

term is a new particular solution.

From Equation (A. AO "")

nd Equation (A.20)

, (A.22)

26



A-7

satisfy the Laplace Differential equation.

/A represents the potential of a homogeneous field like the primary field

p represents the secondary potential outside.

From Equations (A.3) and (A.21)

(A.23)

from.Equations (A.3) and(A.22')

(A.24)

the choice of sign of in the superposition of primary and
secondary potentials was made for reasons of physical consistency with
the concepts of magnetization.

In connection with the boundary conditions Equation fAl4tg)ntht.relations
Equation (A.IO') are needed:

(A0.
(A.25)

27
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A-8

i I

AP

i±<~~(si) 6~-/ (A.26')

28B



A-9

Substitution of Equation (A.25) to (A.26'), Equation (A.7) into
(A.4) and (A.&') yields:

/, ."  e /- /

H

.(A.27)

- ( -- A.28

29



A-1O

from Sqution (A.27) and (A.28)

Uale
-- % "(A.29)

Iwhere

(A.29')

from Sqift&Of 4AZ18) and (A.2h)

(A.30)

where^" is the primary potential and the secondary potential.
The outside secondary field along the z-axes involves

?r -i "4' .for the z-component

and --- for the -component

7o1- A-O ~ which is zero because of

30



A-i

The outside secondary field along the axis involves:

/7I/ I (A.311)

v, 
for the z-component

and /' / 0 for the -component

(er V~J which is zero because of c' V

Fig. A.2 illustrates the situation:

r s) A

Fig. A.2 - Field DiAstribution

From Equations (A.31), (A.30), (A.25) and (A.26'), (A.6), (A.7)

_( IA" fl()-' -, !/I, +. 1
1L U /4-c -" - i / -.

114

IA (A)
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rd

____ __ ___(A 32)144
i z.

similarly

/7/ (~) - l 7/

_ _. " J ' / _ _ _ ,_ ,-

/- -+-

from Equation (A,32) and (A.28) (A.33 and .33')

77/c

from Equation (A.321) and (A.28)

[7 
j

322

jvp
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Approximations for Equation (A.33) and (A.33') can be introduced for:

N O -r >> /, using thd series expansion for tho

natural log term with (<" /

3

from Equation (A.33)

- f --I f 3

/*
1 "i~- ~- - -(AL.33&)

r f 3/f 2f1 r
from Equation (A.33') similarly

i 3

(A.33b)

* 33



from Equation (A.33a) and (A.33) A-14

>P)

~ r 7LX~( ____________ / (A.34s)

from Equaktion.(A.33b) and (A.33')

INC/ j /-

=1M~ / /ra (A-31')

Equation (A.34) and (A.341) exhibit the distance
dependency of a magnetic dipole field as shown
below in Fig. A.3.

Fig. A-.3 - Dipole Geometry

(A.35)

~ .( /1/ is the dipole moment.

- =_ -_
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Fquation (A.35') for " 9
and (A.34)

2€

"_ _ 2 / (A.36)

Equation (A.35'') fo k -r0  and (A.34')

- _o , - i___l3 (A. 36t

which yields by comparison:

I2
(in the technical rationalized system [veo]-- iI-z

is the magnetic polarization or short the magnetization

in accordance with the familiar concept expressed by the B-H diagram

in Fig. A.h.

/V, F/ (A.38)

o=- 0/ (A-381)
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i

A l

I'LA 0
/ I

Fig. A.h - B-H Diagram 4

one recognizes by comparison with Equation (A.23)

The total outside field in positions I (along the z-axis) is

I HZ (A39

The total outside field in positions II (along the z-axis is)

6(A.391)
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APPENDIX B - INSERTION OF A SECOND ELLIPSOID OF FERRITE INTO THE
COMPOSITE FIELD PRODUCED BY THE FIRST ELLIPSOID
(LONGITUDINAL ARRAY)

Fig. B.1 illustrates the situation.

2

Fig. B.I - Two Element Lotgitudinal Array

(I and 2 are of the sjame material and have the same dimensions)

The second ellipsoid has as its primary field now that described by SLl& jon
(.;39) and (A.33) or approxiirately (A.34). This field is not homogeneous arymo
anymore. For materials with intrinsically large permeability homogeneous
magnetization can be assued however; so that the approach is permissible:

HIH -i) ,_'___

o'1 - + (B.l)

The field inside 2 is thea analogous to Equation (A.29)

) 2a

-2-/#YVV 2 "x !<11 ~

and since /> the approach i Eqiuatten (A.33a).is permissible:

-3 (B.2)
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This I2  is associated with a magnetic polarization of 2 which

follows from Eqamtivn (A.38') as:

(c ) ) /7m ) - V /B.2'2

This polarization produces a secondary field at the location of 1

analogous to FqUation (A.36) and (A.37).

_-r 31-1 2j7
/~~/ /+~A//*%~ 3/~jZ (B.211)

which produces an additional internal field in 1

I/l -(B.3)

so the total new internal field in 1 is

/-~ _____ 2(B.b)

producing there a
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This corrected magnetization of 1 leads to a new secondary field from

1 at the location of 2; and,thereforeto a new total field at the

location of 2 which is analogous to Equation (A.39),

2~)

3 ! /(B.6)

and, therefore, a new internal field in 2

/ (B.6t)
2

and so on in an iterative way which leads to finally

§ ,(B.?)

where 2.k I in a geometric progression

U2
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and, therefore approximately

4) 4 ___ / -

HH 2/z K

the field inside the ferrite body 1 and 2 as the function of distance h
between centers.

and the final magnetization is

_; _/Y/ z iV') /--,.

The validity of this approach is constraint by

ho

r .. . ... .. , 6 . . .. -,. i . . . - .. . . . . . .. .
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APPENDIX C - INSERTION OF A THIRD ELLIPSOID IN BETWEEN TWO OTHER
ELLIPSOIDS

Fig. C.1 illustrates the situations.

.7 3 2

Fig. C.1 - Three Element Longitudinal Array

Fully analogous to App. B, Ferrite Ellipsoid 3 experiences an initial
magnetization by the primary field and the secondary fields of 1 and 2.
Hence

where is given by the initial

~(c.l')

so that

• 3/91 /--A/t

This produces a new secondary field at the location of 1 and 2

and therefore, a new Polarization of 1 and 2:

h I
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_____Z o 4 P/-4 r/A/ 1'1 (C.A 2)
This in turn produces a new polarization of 3:

14ZH 113 k c .!

x H

(C.3)

3//.¢/3 i7+ Y2b .o)

one obtains the following scheme:

from Sqza~on2 (C.2) and (C.2')

L2
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which in turn produces

(c. 5)

which in turn produces a new

(c.6)
iI

I+Z~I

which in turn produces a new

- 3 +~/ Y A1
32

YLJ~) (c.7)

which in turn produces a new

12- (C.8)
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and so on, so that approximately the final magnetic polarization

of 3 becomes

coo (C.9)

and the final magnetic polarization of 1 and 2 becomes:

, ,(C.10)

/ 2 /#KL/i/,, (1-2,Y9

and resubstituting Squatin (.3 ) ndhdroPft'the index c the
magnetization of the eflipsoid Nr. 3 in the center is

F Nr. n the c.'--.ir i

LL A' ~2A ___

- -J .  . (c -u)
i2 =

(C!

and ,therefore, the magnetic field inside the center ellipsoid from Equation
(C.:.- and (C.11):

Ye_._ 4/ /44'r
2 (C.12)

/4.Z/If"~~ I-2"f1oI I ,,

Pv bl COV
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C-5
and the magnetic polarization of the ellipsoids Nr. 1 and 2 at the ends
is

4~d~ Z-/~'~ ~//-74

and the magnetic field insidei/_._____ ____i__________._I_ _________l j,

/L./ ,A' I I _9/ H

Similarly, as beXore, the validity-of tho..approximation is-co traint by

,",2A 45
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AVMNXx D - QUANTIFICATIOM OF PARANETM

From Equation (A.29')

is closely approximated by:

/_/ CC

yielding:

where

116isused in Table D.1. for ~ / ~ 'e

46]
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Table D.1 - Parameter Values

b/a -2
1/3 0.06 33.3 3.5 1.5 0.090

115 0.02 100.0 4.6 2.6 0.052

1/8 0.0078 256.0 5.54 3.54 0.0275

1/10 0.005 400.0 6.oo 4.00 0.0200

1/20 0.00125 1600.0 7.37 5.32 0.0067

1150 2.10-4  zo4 9.2 7.2 0.00144

1/100 5.1O"5  4.lO4  10.58 8.58 4.29.10-4

1/15 0.00221 900.0 6.80 4.8 0.0106

Since it is more convenient to work with effective 
permeabilities, the

results of App. A to C are presented in terms of an effective permeability

per ferrite ellipsoid as function of intrinsic permeability, geometric

dimensions,and location of the ellipsoid in an array.

From the relations

and

Follows from Equation (A.29)

/1,, ______(D.2)

for a single ellipsoid

k47
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and from -Equation (B.8)

/ /
/reol I y, i (D.3)

3/A/ 3 *)'X per ellipsoid (i.e., element)

in a two element longitudinal array

From &i&Mtmd 0124i) and (C.12):

2 /6da

of the end element

..A7A. /.(he - i9-T / /- r' ( nfh?/

of the center element

in a three element longitudinal array,

( h is the distance from center of one element to the other.)
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For large values ci' the intrinsic permeability >,, > // /7C k /0

the values of are almost the same as of

so that plot I H one can be used also for

The term I is normalized with

where k is a multiple of the rod length 2a

Typical Numerical Values of b/a and (ba) a

Table D.2 - Typical Numerical Values

b (b a)-2

a 12

1/3 0.0093

115 o.0034

1/8 0.0013

1/10 0.000835

1/15 0.00037

a. Numerical Examples:

Consider ferrite with an intrinsic 1"1 = 200 at VLF

in form of a rod of length 2a /I _,-

and thickness ? 2
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Then from plot 1 follows then

and

Thus,the relative effective permeability of a single rod is

=30

The effective permeability per rod in a two rod array is given by

Equation (D.3) and using Table D.2 with:

/' ¢,' i,.d=  = .0, !+ el ° J 0O
/_ 0, Co13 , -'7"

2k 30 /1 .I3

Resultant Numerical values forAeff rel are given in Table D.3.

Table D.3 -Resultant Numerical Values

(2 Elements Longitudinal)

Distance between rod ends

k eff rel 4 = 2a (k-l)

1.13 30 ( 1 + 0103) 2.08 cm

1.48 30 ( 1 + 01015) 7.8 cm

1.93 30 (1 + 0.0O6) 14.9 cm

Hence,in wordsTable D.3 expresses the fact, e.g., coupling between the
two longitudinally arranged rods amounts to only six per mil, i.e., (0.006)
if the ends of the rods are separated by 14.9 cm, about a rod length.

50
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The effective relative permeability per rod in a three rod longitudinal

array is with Equatlon.(D.4) and (D.4')

, .3I --,

0i

e//,~(z 30

Resultant Numerical values are given in Table D.4.

Table D.4 - Resultant Numerical Values
(3 Elements Longitudinal)

End rod Center rod/ eff tel 11 eff tel
Sk end center

1.13 2.08 cm 30 (1 + 0.0318) 30 (1 + 0.0618)

1.48 7.8 cm 30 (1 O.0155) 30 (1 + 0.0345)

1.93 1.9 cm 30 (l + 0.006) 30 (1 + 0.012)

Hlence,in words,Table D.4 expresses the fact the mutual coupling between
the three rods increases the permeability of the center rod by 3.45% and
of the end rods by 1.545% if the distance between rod ends is 7.8 cm,i.e.,
about one half of the rod length.

(Since the inductance is proportional to the permeability, the percent
figures do indicate the mutual inductance relative to the self-inductance
of the windings placed on the rods.)

51=
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b. Application of Numerical Results to Larger Arrays:

In view of the small coupling between rods one is justified in extending
the method to longitudinal arrays with several rods, but using only a
first order approach such as represented by formula B.1; i.e.,the term
n = 0 and n - 1 in Euatirt (B,7) onlyw For-a sixrelement array-smc as shown in
Fig. D.lwe can write then imediately:

'I 2 3 1'______

3ila'
-~ ~ 1 4-.6

_ f+ , / / /_

e~~r,,( t kokA/ 1 4(~ 2 h-1 .1 2- 1

S+% ,,,/.)_ _ 2 / /

/ KI' /2 43,4 /3 3

Fig. D.1 - Six Element Array

The terms in the curled brA&kets are:

1.000 2.000 2.000

o.1 25 0.:125 0.250

0.037 0.037 0.037

.0156 O. 016 2,287

0.uC'U 2.1776

1.1656
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so that for the same rod material and dimensions as before

,//ef/,J 3O 1+0 ~2 O-~27762/

,O, 30 . C,oC/

which are evaluated in Table D.5.

Table D.5 - Rel. eff. Permeabilities
(3 Elements Longitudinal)

k (-,Ceff rel) 1 or 1' (,eff rel) 2 or 2' (Aeff rel 3
or 3'

1.48 7.8 cm 30 (1 + 0.0176) 30 (1 + 0.0325) 30 (1 + 0.0343)

1.93 14.9 cm 30 (1 + 0.007) 30 (1 + 0.0130) 30 (1 + 0.0137)
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AMPK!DIX E - INSERTION OF A SECOND ELLIPSOID OF FERRITE INTO THE
COMPOSITE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FIELD PRODUCED BY o
THE FIRST ELLIPSOID - TRANSVERSE A1RRAY

Fig. E.l illustrates the situation.

0) ---------

Fig. E.1 - Two Element Transverse Array

(1 and 2 are of the same material and have the same dimensions)

Analogous to Appendix B the second ellipsoid has as its primary field now
that described by Euation (K.39') and (A.33') or approximately by (A.34').
This field is not homogeneous anymore. For materials with intrinsically
large permeability homogeneous magnetization can be assumed, however, so that
the approach is permissible:

to)

I-LaH (E.1l)

(g)

For the caseb 0} the approximation EquatiQ (A. 34) cazi be used

which leads to

i ~ 17LX'W -1 3

51,

t
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71 is analogous to 41 except for the sign and the factor 2 of the
secondary term. Hence,in full analogy to the development of Equations (B.1)

to (B.7), one has now an

5z-

in the expression for the final

= -2 -- /(E.3)

yielding for approximately

_) (9at)
A vs

and,thereforethe final magnetization

0/

*/I 3/ YJ - ,2 Af

the validity of this approach is constrained by
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If the h' of Figure E,.Ibsmaller than one half of the rod length a, then
the previous approach becomes invalid. The potential of a magnetic dipole
follows from Figure 3; and ZquationA(h.35)

Applying this formula to the secondar- potential field of the first ferrite
rod by placing the fictious secondary charges at the focal points of the
equlivalent ellipsoid yields? Z2/

_ _ _ _2. -41_Z f !,)) 2'Kr§

and the secondary field in the axial direction in a plane z = 0

( , ., )+ / =/1 -M

Similarly as the comparison &tOfh (Tnj6) an 4,3# h. &ec' 4haa@cTdhole

"#"*on) yielding

where the Initial magnetization is that of the first rod by the
prima_7 field:

' = /(E-7'")

so that the axial component of the secondary field of the first rod at
the later location of the second rod is with =

,2
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and the initial total field into which the second rod is inserted is

77 ivif(E.8)

which produces a magnetization of the second rod, which in turn vi.a its
secondary field changes the magnetization of the first rod and so on,
leading to a final magnetization

-4-'
_____ _ A?(E.9)

where

ZI

and a corresponding magnetic field inside the rods in the axial direction

1(E.10

The validity is constrained by b z X1
3 +

Equation (3.lO) becomes equal to Equationt.0 for . as expected.
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APPENDX F - INSERTION OF A THIRD ELLIPSOID IN BETWENI TWO OTHER

ELLIPSOIDS, I.E. , EXTENSION TO A THREE ELM4ENT
TRANSVERSE ARRAY

Fig. F.1 illustrates the situation; analogous to Appendix C the initial
magnetization of the center ellipsoid Nr. 3 is produced by the primary
field and the secondary fields of 1 and 2.

2 2

Fig. F.1 - Three Element Transverse Array

In the case with Equation (A.36') and analogous to (C.I)

where P is given initially by .

(F.1'

Following the development Squatdoil.fCafa Co-4Ci),and (CO)-ijjan:;nalogous
Vibhian with

73 / / now instead of that of 'Equation (C.3')

one obtains the result analogous to t to (c4)-If one-cepiaces
tre theteM. ) 2, )

2k'01by- -- __Z
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Thusthe magnetic field inside the center ellipsoid is for Ot,

3 itr,!' -, ,
(F.2)

and the magnetic field inside the outer ellIpsoids for >

k2

g __ ___ (F-3)

where as before the validity is constraint by > >

,4' 1

anId fo1ly analogous to Appendix E for rod separations / one

has to replace by / bye /in Equatirr(BP. d (F e3) giving
the u.grmeic fieldi .ii4. th -enber : 1psLldt 1loi~6iXately

an the manetic field inside the outer llipsoid,

T/I

HH

-- ,. 4 j i+gM
(F.5)



V
I

F-3 /

both in the axial direction and .
2V

where the validity is constraint by . - ' ('1

I
I

3/4

i

I

it 60
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APPW= 0 - QUANTIFICATION OF PAMMErI

Similarly, as in Appendix D the quantification of parameters for trarsversal
arrays proceeds from the definition of the effective relative permeability
per rod. From Equation. (.4) tor4ZO) follow the ie/, ,c tiveper

elements:

I /+K. (G.1)

for a rod separation Ip l

or with approximately

i)-

for a rod separation h'

(In the latter formla,the approximation C : -L L was used which In

permissible for > / i.e.,for all practical dimensions of ferrite
rods.)

The relative effective permeability per rod in a three element tranal
array follows from Squat~oH.CF9 to-(1s e.-ftorod separatictih

. i~s I 2 h- 1 "i t

- 62- (G.2)

C//r &l~V/ /2 - ___

for the rod in the center , -of the array

61
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and with 

G-2

-412/"ef.n' .(G..2')4

ejid/ 2 ~ ~ * X) 2.

for a rod at the end of the array.

For rod separations 2A <" I a the respective relative effective
permeabilities are approximately from Equato.nF(.14) and (F.5):

111el re ix/b7e t 2
Ye/, c,, , I, izL ___- I- x ) Z I 2 u

'/'§!/rI- " )y , 2jX b4 / 2}/

Ce f. lt I /

. _/ +f - 2 4 r:. ' -/- 4, 3/ L

Similarly, as in Appendix D,the rod separation h' will be used in normalized

form:

i.e.,h; is measured in multiples of the rod diameter. Introduction of this

normalization into Equation.(G.l) to (0.3') gives:
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For the two element transversal array from Equation (G.1)

. /l,{" /

/+ 2, i+7" .D I

for values of

from Equation (o.1')

1+7 /

for values of

and for the three element transversal array from fqtathdnG(G.2) and (0.3)

/V/

,i0, f',, _2.
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or from Duation (0.2') and (1.3') G-4

//e ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _

a. Numverical Evaluation of the EquAtions (G.1) and (G.1'):

Nwo rod transversal array:
Consider as before in Appendix D a practical value

and

KAI

and writing for the two element array the Effective relative permeability

as:

where



F i

0-5

the relative deviation from the single rod effective relative permeability.
Table G.1 is obtained for the effective relative permeability
per rod in a two .lement transversal array as a function of rod separation,
in multiples k' of rod diameters 2b.

Table G.1 - Effective Relative Permeabilities of Rods in a.i Array
(2 Element Transverse)

ht

k 2 rel eff per rod ,s4%,

1 30 (1 - o.142) -

1.5 30 (1 - 0.33) -13

2.0 30 (1 - 0.112) -11

2.5 30 (1 - 0.096) -10

3.0 30 (1 - 0.08) - 8

4.0 30 (1 - 0.056) - 5.6

6.0 30 (1 - 0.0266) - 2.6

8.0 30 (l - o.o) - 1.4

10.0 30 (1 - 0.008) - 0.8

20.0 30 0 - 0.00125) - 0.125
c't 30 O i

b. Numerical Evaluation of SmtiQsGO.4a'thbu3(G.3'):

Three rod transversal array:

Like in a. beforeconsider 6 -' -

Because of the negligible influence of 24 in the denominator of
the formulas, Table G.1 can be used readily for their evaluation, leading
to Table G.2 the permeability of center and en3didnaa iUw.edtin.-
versal array as function of rod separation in multiplex of rod diameters.

Ii

~11

LI
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Table G.2 - Effective Relative furmeabilities of Rods in an Array
(3 Element Transverse)

k end rod center rod
2b rel eff rel eff

1 30 (1 -0.1) 30 (1 -0.28)

1.5 30 (1 - 0.13) 30 (1 - 0.26)

2.0 30 (1 - 0.1) 30 (1 - 0.22)

2.5 30 (1 - 0.096) 30 ( 1 0.192)

3.0 30 (1 - 0.08) 30 (1 - 0.16)

4.0 30 (1 - 0.056) 30 (1 - 0.11)

6.0 30 (1 - 0.0266) 30 (1 - 0.052)

8.0 30 (1 - 0.01h) 30 (1 - 0.028)

10 30 (1 - 0.008) 30 (1 - 0.016)

20 30 (1 - 0.00125) 30 %1 - 0.0025)

30 30

6I

I
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